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1 underlying mechanism 2 manifestations
Original cause:
Entrenched in probabilistic grammar/exemplar memory
Trace back
Exemplar contamination
strings appear (more often) in variant X
Strings appear (more often) in variant X, even where original cause
is not causing it
original cause
Entrenched in probabilistic grammar/exemplar memory
Trace back
Lectal contamination
strings appear (more often) in variant X
Strings appear (more often) in variant X, even where original cause



















• Dutch partitive genitive: [Quantifier + Adjective]NP
What determines -s drop?







Typically Netherlandic strings: variant with -s
Typically Belgian strings: variant without -s
The Netherlands: variant with -s






























p < 0.001, kendall's τ = 0.27
In general:
Typically Netherlandic strings: variant with -s
Typically Belgian strings: variant without -s
Entrenched in probabilistic grammar
The Netherlands: variant with -s
Belgium: variant without -s
Even within a single lect:
Typically Netherlandic strings: variant with -s
Typically Belgian strings: variant without -s
The Netherlands: variant with -s
Belgium: variant without -s
wat bijzonders wat bijzonder

















• Lectal variation has language-internal effects


















• Lectal variation has language-internal effects




• Can the lectal contamination effects (lectal persistence) be replicated in 
another lectally stratified corpus?
• QLVL Twitter Corpus (Thanks Tom Ruette, for providing the data)
• Metadata on geographic location:
<tweet user="jaapotten" norm_loc="Zwolle, Netherlands, Zwolle, Netherlands" 
rep_loc="Zwolle" date="Fri Mar 15 16:46:30 +0000 2013" 
id="312605737270509568">@vvwvf #wvf wedstrijden kidsleague vanavond toch afgelast, 
sneeuw blijft liggen op de velden</tweet> 
χ² p < 0.001, Cramér's V 0.36
Lexical diffusion: lectal persistence
























• (Flemish) border cities show less effect of lectal profile than core cities
Conclusion
• In line with exemplar theories of language: prior use of 
constructions leaves a (context-rich) trail in the mind of the language
users
• Similar effects reported in Delvaux & Soquet (2007), see also
MacFarlane & Hay (2015:260)
• New instances of constructions show allegiance to their perceived
parentage: “blood is thicker than water”: ‘Echoing’ effects of lectal
provenance
